
Activities of Kashif (33 resources in data.bnf.fr) 

Musical work (33) 

"Gravity"
(1997) 
with Kashif as Singer 

 "One moment in time"
(1988) 
with Kashif as Singer 

 

"One moment in time"
(1988) 
with Kashif as Singer 

 "One moment in time"
(1988) 
with Kashif as Singer 

 

"A Lot of love"
(1986) 
with Kashif as Singer 

 "Condition of the heart"
(1986) 
with Kashif as Singer 

 

"Gravity"
(1985) 
with Kashif as Singer 

 "Sun city"
(1985) 
with Kashif as Singer 

 

"Sun city"
(1985) 
with Kashif as Singer 

 "Sun city"
(1985) 
with Kashif as Singer 

 

"Groove zone"
with Kashif as Singer 

 "One moment in time"
with Kashif as Singer 

 

"Do what you do"
with Kashif as Singer 

 "In love with soul 2"
with Kashif as Singer 

 

"Funky beat 2"
with Kashif as Singer 

 "Black feeling"
with Kashif as Singer 

 

Kashif

 
Country : États-Unis

Gender : Masculin

Note : Auteur-interprète. - Pseudonyme de Michael Jones

ISNI : ISNI 0000 0003 8272 1591 (Information about ISNI)
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data.bnf.fr

http://www.bnf.fr
http://www.bnf.fr
https://data.bnf.fr/
https://data.bnf.fr/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Kashif%20Saleem%20and%20Althea%20Moses%20-%20fiance%20.jpg
https://data.bnf.fr/11931371/etats-unis
https://data.bnf.fr/11931371/etats-unis
http://isni.org/isni/0000000382721591
http://isni.org/isni/0000000382721591
https://www.bnf.fr/fr/identifiants-internationaux#bnf-isni
https://www.bnf.fr/fr/identifiants-internationaux#bnf-isni
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38363382z
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38363382z
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38363382z
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38149965q
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38149965q
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38149965q
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb381473589
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb381473589
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb381473589
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38150108q
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38150108q
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38150108q
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb381255130
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb381255130
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb381255130
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38119452c
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38119452c
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38119452c
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38116133j
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38116133j
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38116133j
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38116716m
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38116716m
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38116716m
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb381171495
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb381171495
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb381171495
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38117601j
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38117601j
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38117601j
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38179579x
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38179579x
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38179579x
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38169933h
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38169933h
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38169933h
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb381998257
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb381998257
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb381998257
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb381998168
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb381998168
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb381998168
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38223312s
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38223312s
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38223312s
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38241535x
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38241535x
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38241535x


"Funky beat 2"
with Kashif as Singer 

 "Black feeling"
with Kashif as Singer 

 

"Rhythm & blues"
with Kashif as Singer 

 "The best of George Benson"
with Kashif as Instrumentalist 

 

"Funky hits"
with Kashif as Singer 

 "Les années mia"
with Kashif as Singer 

 

"The best of George Benson"
with Kashif as Instrumentalist 

 "The best of George Benson"
with Kashif as Instrumentalist 

 

"The best of George Benson"
with Kashif as Instrumentalist 

 "The best of George Benson"
with Kashif as Instrumentalist 

 

"The best of George Benson"
with Kashif as Instrumentalist 

 "The best of George Benson"
with Kashif as Instrumentalist 

 

"The best of George Benson"
with Kashif as Instrumentalist 

 "Les années mia"
with Kashif as Singer 

 

"The best of George Benson"
with Kashif as Instrumentalist 

 "The best of George Benson"
with Kashif as Instrumentalist 

 

"Gravity"
with Kashif as Singer 

 

See also (7 resources in data.bnf.fr) 

In BnF (1) 

Equivalent record in Catalogue général  
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data.bnf.fr

http://www.bnf.fr
http://www.bnf.fr
https://data.bnf.fr/
https://data.bnf.fr/
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38448080d
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38448080d
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38448080d
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38245463v
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38245463v
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38245463v
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb382340968
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb382340968
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb382340968
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb383262112
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb383262112
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb383262112
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38299000v
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38299000v
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38299000v
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38296946x
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38296946x
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38296946x
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb383262112
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb383262112
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb383262112
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb383262112
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb383262112
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb383262112
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38326400z
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38326400z
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38326400z
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38326400z
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38326400z
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38326400z
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38326400z
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38326400z
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38326400z
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38326400z
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38326400z
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38326400z
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38326400z
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38326400z
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38326400z
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb384537794
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb384537794
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb384537794
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb383262112
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb383262112
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb383262112
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb383262112
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb383262112
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb383262112
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38363382z
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38363382z
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb38363382z
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb13974485v
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb13974485v
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb13974485v


On the Web (6) 

Equivalent record in Dbpedia  Equivalent record in ISNI  

Equivalent record in MusicBrainz  Equivalent record in VIAF  

Equivalent record in Wikidata  Equivalent record in Wikipedia Francophone  
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data.bnf.fr

http://www.bnf.fr
http://www.bnf.fr
https://data.bnf.fr/
https://data.bnf.fr/
http://fr.dbpedia.org/resource/Kashif
http://fr.dbpedia.org/resource/Kashif
http://fr.dbpedia.org/resource/Kashif
http://isni.org/isni/0000000382721591
http://isni.org/isni/0000000382721591
http://isni.org/isni/0000000382721591
https://musicbrainz.org/artist/527c329b-3eed-41aa-9d92-5f8d8849e0c3
https://musicbrainz.org/artist/527c329b-3eed-41aa-9d92-5f8d8849e0c3
https://musicbrainz.org/artist/527c329b-3eed-41aa-9d92-5f8d8849e0c3
http://viaf.org/viaf/266892807
http://viaf.org/viaf/266892807
http://viaf.org/viaf/266892807
http://wikidata.org/entity/Q3193690
http://wikidata.org/entity/Q3193690
http://wikidata.org/entity/Q3193690
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kashif
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kashif
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kashif
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